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CONS P EC TU S

T ransition metal nanoparticles on the surfaces of oxide and
carbon support materials form the basis for most solid

catalysts and electrocatalysts, and have important industrial applica-
tions such as fuel production, fuels, and pollution prevention. In this
Account, I review my laboratory group's research toward the basic
understanding of the effects of particle size and support material on
catalytic properties. I focus on studies of well-defined model metal
nanoparticle catalysts supported on single-crystalline oxide surfaces.
My group structurally characterized such catalysts using a variety of
ultrahigh vacuum surface science techniques. We thenmeasured the
energies of metal atoms in these supported nanoparticles, using
adsorption calorimetry tools that we developed. These metal
adsorption energies increase with increasing size of the nanoparti-
cles, until their diameter exceeds about 6 nm. Below6nm, the nature
of the oxide support surface reaches also greatly affects the metal
adsorption energies. Using both adsorption calorimetry and tem-
perature programmed desorption (TPD), we measured the energy
of adsorbed catalytic intermediates on metal nanoparticles supported on single crystal oxide surfaces, as a function of particle size. The
studies reveal correlations between a number of characteristics. These include the size- and support-dependent energies of metal surface
atoms in supported metal nanoparticles, their rates of sintering, how strongly they bind small adsorbates, and their catalytic activity. The
data are consistentwith the followingmodel: themoreweakly the surfacemetal atom is attached to the nanomaterial, themore strongly it
binds small adsorbates. Its strength of attachment to the nanomaterial is dominated by the number of metal�metal bonds which bind it
there, but also by the strength of metal/oxide interfacial bonding. This same combination of bond strengths controls sintering rates as
well: the less stable a surface metal atom is in the nanomaterial, the greater is the thermodynamic driving force for it to sinter, and the
faster is its sintering rate. These correlations provide key insights into howandwhy specific structural properties of catalyst nanomaterials
dictate their catalytic properties. For example, they explain why supported Au catalysts must contain Au nanoparticles smaller than about
6 nm to have high activity for combustion and selective oxidation reactions. Only below about 6 nm are the Au atoms so weakly attached
to the catalyst that they bind oxygen sufficiently strongly to enable the activation of O2. By characterizing this interplay between
industrially important rates (of net catalytic reactions, of elementary steps in the catalytic mechanism, and of sintering) and their
thermodynamic driving forces, we can achieve a deeper fundamental understanding of supported metal nanoparticle catalysts. This
understanding may facilitate development of better catalytic nanomaterials for clean, sustainable energy technologies.

1. Introduction
Metal nanoparticles supported on oxide and carbon sur-

faces form the basis for many catalysts and electrocatalysts

of importance in energy technologies, pollution prevention

and environmental cleanup. The catalytic activity per

surface metal atom and selectivity can vary strongly with

particle size when below about 6 nm, and they also depend

strongly on the support material.1�4 Furthermore, under

catalytic reaction conditions, metal nanoparticles can sinter

(i.e., convert to fewer, larger particles), resulting in loss of
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activity and selectivity, thus decreasing the efficiency and

cleanliness of the process. The rate of such sintering depends

very strongly on particle size and support material.5�7 To

understand how to make better catalyst materials, there is

great interest in knowing how the rates of catalytic reactions

and of sintering depend upon nanoparticle size and upon the

support material.

To clarify these structure�reactivity relationships in such

catalysts and their sintering kinetics, a number of research-

ers have adopted a model catalysts approach whereby

structurally better-defined samples are prepared by vapor

deposition of themetal onto single-crystal oxide surfaces.1,5,8,9

The deposited metal atoms generally nucleate small particles,

whose size and number density can be controlled by the

amount of deposited metal and temperature. The aim is to

correlate themetal's chemisorption, catalytic, sintering, and/or

electronic properties with the lateral diameter, the thickness

and composition of the nanoparticles, and the surface compo-

sitionand structureof the supportmaterial uponwhich they sit.

Our group added a unique element to this approach,

whereby we measure the energies of the metal atoms in

these well-defined metal nanoparticles supported on clean

surfaces of single-crystal oxides using metal adsorption

calorimetry, a method we developed that is not available

anywhere else in the world. We found that these energetics

correlate with the chemical and catalytic reactivity of these

nanoparticles and with their sintering rates. Here, we review

those results, and discuss the interplay between the stability

of metal atoms which form the catalytic sites, the strength

with which they bind adsorbates, and their sintering rates.

2. Metal Atom Stability within Metal
Nanoparticles Varies Stronglywith Particle Size
We have calorimetrically measured the heats of adsorption

of different metal atoms (Ag, Cu, Ca, Li, Pb) onto single crystal

oxide surfaces as model supports for nanoparticle catalysts,

including MgO(100), CeO2(111), and Fe3O4(111).
10�24 Exam-

ple heat versus coverage data are shown in Figure 1. Heats are

always expressed here as the standard enthalpy of adsorp-

tion,ΔHad
0, at the stated temperature. (“Standard”means1bar

gas pressure, with ΔHad independent of pressure below that.)

When late transition metals are vapor deposited onto

single crystal surfaces of the materials used as supports for

metal catalysts, they typically grow as 3D clusters rather

than wetting the surface.5 The number of clusters per unit

area grows initiallywith coverage, but usually saturates after

a few percent of amonolayer (ML), and thereafter they grow

in size at nearly fixed number density until the particles grow

together and coallesce.5,25 For these cases, the heat ofmetal

adsorption typically starts out low for tiny clusters and increases

with coverage as the cluster size grows. This is the case for all

the curves in Figure 1 except Ca/MgO(100). For the other

system, this saturation cluster density is expected to have

been reached already after the first pulse with the fluxes used

(∼0.02 ML/pulse).

The initial heats of adsorption for Pb, Ag, and Cu on MgO-

(100) at 300 K were found to increase with their bulk sublima-

tion enthalpies.10 Their initial sticking probabilities at 300 K and

saturation number densities of metal particles also were found

to increase with the magnitude of their initial heats of

adsorption.10 This supports a transient mobile precursor model

for adsorption,10 which is consistent with DFT-calculated ener-

getics for transitionmetal adatoms at terrace sites and the small

magnitudes of their diffusion barriers.26 It is also consistent with

classic mechanistic/kinetic models developed by Venables to

explain electron microscopy observations of cluster nucleation

andgrowth.25Theresultsall support theconclusion that isolated

adatoms ofmetals like Ag, Cu, and Pd on oxides likeMgO(100)

arehighlymobileat roomtemperature, anddiffuse rapidly from

site to site across the oxide until finding a growingmetal cluster.

Heat of adsorption versus coverage data of the type

shown in Figure 1 can be integrated to obtain the adhesion

FIGURE 1. Example heats of adsorption versus coverage data for
metals on single-crystal oxides as measured by calorimetry at 300 K.
Data are shown for Pb, Ag, and Ca on MgO(100) and Ag on CeO2(111)
(with 5% oxygen vacancies in the XPS probe depth). Data from refs 14,
16, 19, and 23. OneML equals the number of oxygen ions per unit area
in the topmost atomic plane (1.12� 1015 cm�2 for MgO(100) and 7.9�
1014 cm�2 for CeO2(111)). Horizontal lines mark the bulk heats of
sublimation. Adapted with permission from ref 43. Copyright 2013
American Chemical Society.
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energy between a multilayer metal film and the underlying

oxide surface.27 We analyzed these adhesion energies for

Ag, Cu, and Pb on MgO(100) together with the adhesion

energy from Pd/MgO(100) from contact angle measure-

ments and found that the adhesion energy correlates with

the sum of the magnitudes of the metal's bulk sublimation

enthalpy plus the heat of formation of the bulk oxide of the

metal (per mole of metal atoms).10 This suggests that local

chemical bonds, both metal�oxygen and covalent metal�
Mg, dominate the interfacial bonding. The morphology of

metal clusters (2D vs 3D) grown by vapor deposition on

TiO2(110) and measured by scanning tunneling microscopy

(STM) also correlate with a combination of the metal's bulk

sublimation enthalpy and the heat of formation of the bulk

oxide of that metal.28 Several other models have been

offered to explain trends in metal/oxide adhesion energies

with respect to the choice of the metal and of the oxide.29,30

For metals that grow as 3D particles, it is often possible to

estimate the average particle size versus coverage from

spectroscopic or other surface measurements. In these

cases, it is possible to replot the heat of adsorption versus

coverage data of the type shown in Figure 1 instead as heat

of adsorption versus averagemetal particle size. We did this

first for the case of Pb on MgO(100),11 as shown in Figure 2.

Here the Pb and MgO Auger electron spectroscopy (AES)

peak intensities versus coverage were analyzed assuming a

fixed number density of Pb particles (Nsat), independent of Pb

coverage,16 as noted above to be typical. This gave a value

for Nsat of 8 � 1011 particles/cm2. Dividing the Pb coverage

(atoms/cm2) by Nsat (particles/cm
2) gives the average number

of Pb atoms per particle versus coverage, which can be com-

bined with the bulk density of Pb (atoms/cm3) to give the

average particle volume (V) at each coverage. Assuming a

hemispherical shape, this volume then gives the average Pb

particle diameter at that coverage: d = (6V/π)1/3. Dividing the

average coverage during the first pulse (1.2� 1013 atoms/cm2)

by Nsat gives that these clusters contain ∼15 Pb atoms on

average during the first pulse's heat measurement at 300 K.16

For the qualitatively similar Ag on MgO(100) data of Figure 1,

this number is ∼12 atoms.14

TheGibbs�Thompson (GT) relation states that the chemical

potential (partial molar free energy) of a metal atom in a

particle of radius R, μ(R), differs from that in the bulk, μ(¥), by
μ(R) � μ(¥) = 2γΩ=R (1)

whereγ is the surface freeenergyof thebulkmetal andΩ is

thevolumeper atom in thebulk solid.31Neglectingentropy

differences, this gives that
ΔH sub þΔHad(R) = μ(R) � μ(¥) = 2γΩ=R (2)

where ΔHsub is the bulk heat of sublimation. As shown in

Figure 2, this model qualitatively fits the data, but for small

particles, this model severely overestimates the stability of

Pb in small Pb particles, by ∼60 kJ/mol at 2 nm diameter.

This is because the average coordination number of the

surface atoms decreases for small particles. In the large-

particle limit for the most stable (111) face of FCC metals,

each added metal atom makes six metal�metal bonds

when it adsorbs. However, it makes only three such bonds

(on average) when it adds to a metal trimer. Thus, the

surface energy is not really a constant, but instead must

actually increase substantially as the diameter decreases

below∼6nm. For this same reason,moreopenor stepped

crystal facets ofmetals (where themetal atomshave fewer

nearest neighbor) have higher surface energies.32

A modified pairwise bond-additivity (MBA) model shown

in Figure 2 reproduces this strong dependence of adsorption

enthalpy on cluster size reasonably well. This model is de-

scribed in detail elsewhere.6,11 In it, the energies of discrete,

FIGURE 2. Heat of adsorption of Pb onto Pb nanopartcles onMgO(100)
versus average Pb particle diameter. Also shown is theGibbs�Thomson
model of eq 2, which assumes that the surface energy is the bulk value,
independent of particle size. This is seen to fit the experimental data
very poorly below 4 nm. In contrast, themodified bond additivity (MBA)
model, which is also shown (see details in text), is amuchbetter estimate
for the experimental data. Adapted with permission from ref 11.
Copyright 2002 American Association for the Advancement of Science.
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pyramidal clusters were calculated assuming that all metal�
metal bond energies equal their bulk value (32.5 kJ/mol for

Pb, which is 1/6 of the sublimation energy of the bulk solid33),

with their effective hemispherical diameters calculated from

their volumes.We interpret this goodagreement as indicating

that the dominant effect at play here is rather trivial: when

metal atoms add to smaller metal particles, they make fewer

bonds (on average). More complex electronic size effects turn

on below ∼2 nm.34 The experimental heats in Figure 2 are

higher than the GTmodel above 5 nm, probably due a þ5%

calorimetry calibration error. TheGTmodel fits thedatabetter

than theMBAmodel above 5 nm, even if the heats are scaled

by 95% to account for this. However, the differences there

(<10kJ/mol) aresmall comparedto theerrorsof∼30�60kJ/mol

in the GT model in the 1�3 nm range.

We also measured the heat of adsorption for Pb on

MgO(100) at 190 K and found similar behavior to that in

Figures 1 and 2, with an initial heat of adsorption that was

almost identical as at 300 K, but with a much larger satura-

tion cluster density at 190 K, thus giving much smaller

particles at most coverages. Because of this, the heat of

adsorption were also much smaller than at 300 K for most

coverages, until the heat reached its bulk value.17

Supported metal catalysts often sinter or coarsen with

time during use, starting from a collection of many small,

highly dispersed nanoparticles and eventually converting

to their thermodynamically preferred state: fewer, larger

particles.5,7,31,35�38 To model the kinetics of sintering on

the basis of atomistic mechanisms, the GT relation (eq 2) has

generally been assumed.31,35,39 As noted above, the GT

model overestimates particle stability in the size range of

most interest in this respect. Thus, we found that the MBA

model provides a much more accurate kinetic model for

sintering for Au on TiO2(110), with physically more reason-

able parameters, and it helps explain previous anomalies in

sintering kinetics.6,11 It also helps explain the size-focusing

observed during colloidal nanoparticle growth from liquid

solutions.40

3. Ag Atom Adsorption Enthalpies and Ag
Nanoparticle Stabilities Depend Strongly on
the Nature of the Oxide Surface
Our calorimetric adsorption enthalpies of Ag atoms onto

several different oxides show that the choice of support can

greatly alter the stability of nanoparticles of the same metal

and size, as summarized in Figure 3. The measured heats of

adsorption of Ag gas atoms are plotted here versus the

averageAgparticle diameter towhich it adds for four oxides:

MgO(100), two slightly reduced CeO2(111) surfaces, and

Fe3O4(111). We used the above approach to convert from

Ag coverage to effective particle diameter. The Ag film

morphology was measured versus Ag coverage using a

combination of AES and Heþ low-energy ion scattering

spectroscopy (ISS). The AES and ISS data were well fitted by

assuming the Ag particles have the shape of hemispherical

caps, with a fixed number density that is independent of Ag

coverage after the first 2% of a ML,14,22 with saturation Ag

particle densities (N) of 2.5�4 � 1012 particles/cm2. The

reduced CeO2‑x stoichiometries here refer to the surface

only, as measured by XPS. For the less reduced CeO1.9(111)

surface, most of the oxygen vacancies are thought to reside

at step edges.22

Figure 3 shows that the heat of adsorption increases

rapidly with Ag particle size (coverage) on all these oxides,

but reaches a saturation value for large silver particles which

is indistinguishable from the bulk heat of Ag sublimation

(285 kJ/mol33). Like Figure 2, the increase in heat with

particle size in these curves is dominated by the effect of

particle size on the number ofmetal�metal bonds per atom.

FIGURE 3. Heat of Ag atom adsorption during experiments where Ag is
vapor deposited onto oxide surfaces at 300 K where Ag atoms tran-
siently adsorb on clean parts of the oxide surface but quickly diffuse
across the surface and adds to growing Ag particles on the surface.
Plotted here is the measured heat of Ag atom adsorption versus the Ag
particle diameter towhich it adds (i.e., the average Ag particle size at the
Ag coverage corresponding to that heat value). Data are shown for four
different surfaces: Fe3O4(111) thin film and two CeO2(111) thin films
with different extents of surface reduction (x =∼0.1 and 0.2 in CeO2�x),
all grown on Pt(111) to 4 or 5 nm thickness, and a 4 nm thick MgO(100)
film grown on Mo(100). The data for Fe3O4(111) are from ref 24 and
those for CeO2(111) and MgO(100) are from ref 22. Adapted with
permission from ref 24. Copyright 2011 Royal Society of Chemistry.
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Note that the Ag atoms bind much more strongly to sub-4

nm Ag particles on the Fe3O4(111) and reduced CeO2(111)

surfaces than to the same size particles on MgO(100). For all

these surfaces, the metal particles nucleate mainly at

steps,5,22,41 but the particles are big enough in the 1.5�
4 nm range that most of themetal atoms at themetal/oxide

interface are not directly bonding to oxide step atoms, but

instead to terrace atoms, as shownalso by STM images of Ag

particles grownon this same type of CeO2(111) film in ref 41.

Thus, these heat data prove that the bonding of Ag particles

is stronger to Fe3O4(111) and reduced CeO2(111) than for

MgO(100), even at terrace sites.

Figure 3 also shows that Ag binds ∼15 kJ/mol more

strongly to small Ag clusters (<1.5 nm) when they are on

the more reduced CeO1.8(111) surface than on CeO1.9(111).

This increase in stability with surface vacancy concentration

is consistent with DFT predictions.42

One can extract the adhesion energy from heat of metal

adsorption versus coverage curves such as those in

Figure 1.27 We applied this to the data for Ag on the four

different oxide surfaces in Figure 3, and the resulting adhe-

sion energies are summarized in Table 1.

As seen, the adhesion energies of Ag nanoparticles to

CeO2(111) and Fe3O4(111) are much larger than those to

MgO(100). It also increases with the extent of reduction of

the CeO2. These adhesion energies correlate with the initial

adsorption energy of Ag, as expected, since both should

reflect the strength of Ag-oxide bonding. Surface hydroxyls

increase the initial heat of adsorption for Cu onMgO(100).18

4. Variations in Metal Atom Stability with
Particle Size and Support Are Crucial for
Understanding the Rates at Which Catalysts
Deactivate by Sintering
Figure 4 shows the same data as Figure 3, but replotted as

the enthalpy of a metal atom after it adds to a particle

relative to its enthalpy in bulk Ag (or the partial molar

enthalpy) versus particle size. This plot directly reflects the

thermodynamic driving force for nanoparticle sintering: The

atoms in the particles want to move down the curves to the

lowest-energy state (i.e., the large-particle limit). As seen, Ag

atoms are 30�70 kJ/mol more stable in Ag nanoparticles

smaller than ∼4 nm (1000 atoms) when those particles are

attached to CeO2‑x(111) and Fe3O4(111) surfaces than to

MgO(100) surfaces. This difference gets smaller for larger

particles, and essentially disappears by ∼6 nm, where the

energy of the addedmetal atom reaches the stability of bulk

Ag(solid) even on MgO(100). Clearly, sintering should be

slower for small Ag particles on CeO2 and Fe3O4(111)

surfaces than on MgO(100), if the rate accelerates with the

thermodynamic driving force as usual in atomic-level chem-

ical processes. Since Au nanoparticles are very active for

several catalytic reactions when 3 nm, but inactive above

6 nm3, the ability to inhibit sintering in this range of parti-

cular sizes is crucial.

TABLE 1. Calorimetrically Measured Adhesion Energies of Ag Nanoparticles to MgO(100), Two Reduced CeO2‑x(111) Surfaces and Fe3O4(111), and
the Initial Heats of Ag Adsorption (ΔHad,init

0) for the First Pulse (∼0.03 monolayer) of Ag Gas at 300 Ka

substrate surface Ag adhesion energy/J/m2 Ag coverage/atoms/cm2 Ag particle size/nm ΔHad,init
0/ kJ/mol

MgO(100) 0.3 ( 0.314 9.6 � 1015 6.6 176
CeO1.9(111) 2.3 ( 0.3 2.8 � 1015 3.6 200
CeO1.8(111) 2.5 ( 0.3 2.8 � 1015 3.6 220
Fe3O4(111) 2.5 ( 0.3 2.8 � 1015 3.6 220
Ag(solid) 2.4414 ¥b ¥b 285c

aAlso listed are the Ag particle size and Ag coverage used to get the adhesion energy. The adhesion energy for Ag on Ag (i.e., twice the surface energy of bulk Ag(solid))
is also given. Reproduced with permission from ref 43. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society. bBulk Ag(solid): the high-coverage/large-particle limit. cHeat of
sublimation of bulk Ag.

FIGURE 4. Partial molar enthalpy of Ag atoms in Ag nanoparticles (i.e.,
the enthalpy of the last Ag atom to be added to the particle, relative to
bulk solid Ag) versus the average Ag particle size for Ag adsorption on
different oxide surfaces. Used with permission from ref 43. Copyright
2013 American Chemical Society.
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We have developed rate equations based on microki-

neticmodels of sinteringmechanisms.6,11,40 Sinteringoccurs

by two mechanisms: (1) Ostwald ripening or (2) particle

diffusion/coalescence. In Ostwald ripening, individual metal

atoms leave a metal particle and diffuse around on the

support surface until they join another metal particle. Since

the energy per atom is lower in larger particles (Figure 4), this

leads to the growthof larger particles at the expense of smaller

ones,whodecrease in size and eventually disappear. Diffusing

monomers canbestabilizedbycomplexationwith coadsorbed

gases to accelerate sintering. In particle diffusion/coalescence,

whole metal particles diffuse across the support until they

come into contact with another particle and coalesce. Inde-

pendent of which mechanism dominates, our rate equations

for sintering show that the enthalpy in Figure 4 strongly affects

the sintering rate, as a negative contribution to the apparent

activation energy.6,11,40 For example, for Ostwald ripening

under common conditions, the rate of change of a particle's

diameter (D) is given by

dD=dt ¼ (K=D)e�Etot=kT (eH (D
�
)=kT � eH (D)=kT ) (3)

where H(D) is the y-axis enthalpy value in Figure 4 and D* is

thediameterofparticleswithdD/dt=0.Particles smaller than

D* get smaller (i.e., dD/dT is negative), and those larger than

D* grow. Here Etot is the metal's bulk sublimation enthalpy

minus the adsorption energy of a monomer on the support

plus the diffusion activation energy of a metal monomer

atom on the support, k is Boltzmann's constant, and K is the

prefactor forametal atomtodetach froma largeparticleand

become a monomer on the support, times a geometric co-

nstant. If sintering is instead dominated by particle diffusion/

coalescence, its rate is proportional to eH(D)/kT.39

Given that sintering rates increasewith eH(D)/kT, the data in

Figure 4 show that sintering should bemuch slower on CeO2

and Fe3O4(111) surfaces than onMgO(100). This is consistent

with observations that ceria offers a more sinter-resistant

support for late transitionmetals thanmanyotheroxides.44,45

This is also consistent with our STM and noncontact atomic

force microscopy (nc-AFM) results (Figures 5 and 6), showing

that Pd nanoparticles sinter more rapidly on R-Al2O3(0001)
46

than on CeO2(111). These STM data are for strongly

reduced CeO2‑x(111).

The validity of eq 3was verified by using it to successfully

simulate experimentally measured sintering rates.6,11,40

The sintering kinetics were measured using temperature-

programmed low-energy ion scattering spectroscopy (TP-LEIS),

whichmeasures the very broad rangeof apparent activation

energies in a single heating. These results showed that the

apparent activation energy for sintering increases dramati-

cally with particle size from 1 to 6 nm, due to the effect of

particle size on the chemical potential of its metal atoms (i.e.,

uponH(D) in Figure 4D).6,11,40 Since the support material has

a large effect on H(D) (Figure 4), one can expect huge effects

of support on sintering rates.

5. Variations in Metal Atom Stability with
Particle Size and Support Affect the Stability
of Adsorbed Catalytic Intermediates
Wenowexplainwhy the relative energyof ametal atom ina

catalytic surface is expected to correlatewith the reactivity of

that metal center. First, the strength with which atom A

bonds to another atom B decreases with the number of

bonds A already has to other atoms, or with atom A's total

FIGURE 5. Size distributions of Pd nanoparticles on a reduced CeO2-
(111) surfaceas preparedat 300Kandafter annealingbriefly to673and
1000 K in UHV, measured by STM. Inset shows a typical STM image
(75 nm x 44 nm). Unpublished data, taken by Dr. Simon Penner under
direction of this author.

FIGURE 6. Apparent size distributions of Pd nanoparticles on an R-
Al2O3(0001) surface as prepared at 300 K and after annealing briefly to
680 and 1000 K in UHV, measured by nc-AFM. The initial size distribu-
tion is biased to larger sizes than reality due to the inability of nc-AFM to
detect most particles smaller than ∼3 nm. Reproduced with permission
from ref 46. Copyright American Institute of Physics 2005.
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bond order to other atoms. For example, the C�C bond

energy decreases from 970 to 730 to 380 kJ/mol as the

number of H atoms on each of these two C atoms increases

from 1 (in ethyne) to 2 (ethane) to 3 (ethane), while the total

bond order to each of the two C atoms remains fixed at 4.

Similarly, a common trend in organometallic chemistry is

that the reactivity of ametal center increases as its degree of

coordinative unsaturation increases. The simple bond en-

ergy-bond order conservation (BEBO)model47�49 quantified

this qualitative trend and extended it to estimating activa-

tion barriers. We extended this qualitative picture to metal

atoms in catalytic surfaces, arguing that the more weakly a

metal atom is bound to the surface of the catalyst material,

the more strongly that metal atom is expected to covalently

chemisorb small molecules.50 This is consistent with the

well-known trend that low-coordination metal atoms at

steps on metal surfaces bind small molecules more strongly

than do more stable metal atoms in higher-coordination

environments such as in close-packed terraces. Conversely,

when that same metal atom resides in a monolayer sup-

ported on some other metal to which it binds more strongly

than to itself, as, for example in Pd monolayers on Mo(100)

or Ta(110), it binds small molecules more weakly.51

Sincemetal atoms are boundmoreweakly to the smallest

metal nanoparticles than to large metal particles (Figures 3

and 4), and have lower coordination number there, one

expects metal atoms in the smallest metal particles to bind

adsorbed catalytic reaction intermediates most strongly. As

summarized inTable2, this is certainly thecase forOadatoms

on Au nanoparticles on TiO2(110). Here, analysis of their TPD

peak temperatures for desorption as gaseousO2 using simple

Redhead analysis gave desorption activation energies that

are∼50kJ/mol larger from the smallestAuparticles, implying

that O adatoms are at least 25 kJ/mol more stable on the

smallest Au particles than on bulk Au.52,53

In general, we found that small metal nanoparticles on

oxide supports, especially when only 1 atom thick, bind

small adsorbates more strongly than large particles or bulk

metal crystals.5 This canhaveadramatic effect in catalysis, and

has been proposed to explainwhy small Au nanoparticles can

activate O2 for oxidation reactions.52 Note that Au nanoparti-

cles are only catalytically active when below 7 nm diameter.3

This is the same size range where Ag atoms begin to have

markedly lower stability than on bulk Ag surfaces (Figures 3

and4). Thus,metal atomenergeticsare clearly reflected inboth

chemisorption bond strengths and catalytic activity.

This bond energy-bondorder conservation concept, com-

binedwith Figure 3 or 4, also predicts that particle size effects

on chemisorption bond strengths and catalytic activity will

depend strongly on the support material. That is, for a given

particle size below 6 nm, metal atoms are much less stable

on a “weak” support likeMgO(100) than on “strong” supports

like CeO2(111) and Fe3O4(111) (Figures 3 and 4). Thus they

will bind adsorbates more strongly. They should also reach

the large-particle limit in their chemisorption and catalytic

properties at much smaller particle sizes when on “strong”

supports like CeO2(111) and Fe3O4(111) than “weak” sup-

port like MgO(100). This was proposed to partially explain

heats of adsorption for CO on Pd on Fe3O4(111).
24
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TABLE 2. Activation Energies for Desorption of Oxygen Adatoms as
O2,gas from Au Nanoparticles of Increasing Size (average thickness) on
TiO2(110), from refs 52 and 54 (see erratum, ref 53); Values from ref 55
for Specific Sites on Bulk Au(211), Which Has Short Au(111) Terraces
Separating Periodic Steps, Are Also Shown for Comparison

average Au nanoparticle
thickness (atomic layers)

activation energy for
desorption

(kJ per mol O2)

oxygen adatom's
desorption peak
temperature (K)

1.3 190 740
2.3 165 645
6 139 545
bulk Au(211) step site 142 540
bulk Au(111) terrace site 138 515�530
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